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ExECUTIVE SUMMARY 
. Ausrin Soff'ware Industry Report 1993 bench-
The Greare1 . . . d h. . f 
d ·d ritifies s1gruf1canr ernograp 1cs, m rastructure, arksan I e . . . 01 . d technology characrenstics of Austin area software 
business an l'k l . 
1 which are considered rnosr 1 e y ro conrnbute to de,·e opcrs d l . . . . · · and expanding software eve oprnent act1vmes m the suswning . 
Austin area in the corning decade. 
Demographics 
Austin's emergence as a major technology center began in 1955 
(with the foundingofT racor, Inc) and progressed slowly overt he 
next20years rhrough company relocations, expansions, and 
start-ups. From 1975to1983 technology-based growth gained 
momentum -peaking in the rnid- l 980s with the arrival of MCC 
and JM. Beginning in 1985, Austin suffered a severe economic 
downturn, however by the late 1980s Austin was experiencing 
steady growth with the expansion of technology-based firms 
leading the way. 
More than 72% of Austin's 359 software firms arc clusrercd 
within a" software loop" which circles the ci ry and includes 
eleven zip code zones. The core area encompasses seYen zip 
code zones which contain 215 fi rms. The greatest conccnrration 
of software developers are locared in the 78759 zip code zone 
which is also the location of many of Austin's largest high-
technology employers. 
The majority of Austin's software de,·elopment firms arc start-ups 
and have under five employees. More than 87% have fewcrthan 
IOO employees. The 100+ employee firms are the major 
employers of full-time and contract software professionals. The 
largest percentage expansion in sales and employment is 
anticipated by the 1-5 employee and 6-1 O employee firms. The 
majority of programmers in the Austin area have more than ten 
years' programming experience. 
Infrastructure 
The important infrastructure factors to Austin's software 
developers growth are: having a national/international reputation 
for producing quality, reliable and secure software; a clear vision 
of Austin's emergence as a national/international software 
development center; a productive locally-based R&D environ-
ment; and UT-trained computer science professionals. Respon-
dents ranked as superiortheavailability of quality hardware and 
software professionals and the quality oflife cost of living, cost ' 0 omg business and technology research. 
Other important infrastructure factors to Austin's emergence as 
asoftwarcdevclopmentcenterinclude a pro-active and net-
worked of local software professionals, leveraging and 
local software companies and support services, and 
1 e growth oflocally-based hardware and software firms. The 
Austin_sotn:aredevelopers were most satisfied with UT Austin's 
educauonal impact on their company's" h Th · f' d · l t,rowt · ey were least saris ie wn 1 K-12 and vocational/tech . l d . . nica e ucauon services. 
Business Operations 
All but the I ?O+ e'.11ployee software development firms have used 
personal consultation fees, friends and relatives, 
personal and _family property as sources of start-up financ-
mg. mvestrnentcapital were noted by all but 100+ 
employee firms as not being sufficiently available in the Austin 
area. 
The principal method of marketing for Austin'ssoftware 
developers is direct sales followed by telemarketing, mail, 
periodicals, and point of sale. For 100+ employee firms the 
principal method of disrribution is company offices and direct 
distribution. For 1-5, 6- 10 and 11 -1 OOemployee firms the 
principal method of software distribution is retail and distribu-
tors. 
The majority of Austin's softwaredevelopmentfirms distribute 
their products in Austin, throughout Texas and the United States. 
However, a significant number of all fi rms distribute to foreign 
countries. 
Austin's 1-5 employee firms face the most competition from 
Austin area developers while 6-10, 1 J -J 00, and 100+ employee 
firms face t he most competition from California. The strongest 
international competition for 100+ firms is from the Pacific Rim, 
Middle East, Indian Subcontinent and the Far East. l 1-100 
employee firms listed Canada as a location of significant 
competition while 1-5 employee firms listed New Zealand, 
Canada and the Far East. 
The major revenue generators for Austin's software developers 
are prepackaged and custom software applications. 
Technical Operations 
Desktop systems and workstations provide the largest percent-
age of current. revenue for all sizes of software development 
fi rms. Mainframes are expected tO decease as revenue genera-
tors for all but 11-1 OOemployec sized firms. 
DOS is the predominant operating system for all but 11-100 
employee firms. By 1995 all but I 00+ employee firms expect t0 
be using DOS less and UNIX more. 
Desktop systems show chc strongest current furure use,_ The 
386/486 architecrurc is the most popular and rs 
expected tO remain strong inro 1995. All fr rms anucrpate an 
. . h fche RS/6000 Mororola680xxandSPARC. rncrcase rn t c use o ' 
perceived irnpo fli k' . . I f st d . rtance o n mg to rnternat1ona so rware 
an ards mcrcased with firm size. S . 'f' ch and engineering software are the strongest crentl 1c rescar • d I 
k d . 1995 for all sized software eve opment 
Austin'ssofrw d . . . I reg· I arc evelopment fi rms were most sausf1ed wit 1 
Iona labor a d I . . train· n pcrsonne ; legal and accounung services; 
ing; software . d h I . I Resp d ' services; an ard ware tee 1111ca support. 
on en ts were I . f' cl . . II b d k . n1ana ess sans 1e with rcg1ona y- ase mar eung, 
gernent pub!' I . . . . b k' and vc ' . IC re at1ons, rntcrnat1onal ex peruse, an 111g, nturecap t I 
_ - 1 a support services. 
mar cts now an 111 
firms. 
R£PORT 1993 
THE GREAWI AUSTIN SonwARE INDUSTllY ' 
INTRODUCTION: AUSTIN Is EMERGENCE AS T 
A ECHNOLOGY CENTER 
Co r.p :1ter-b.<sed technology is dramatically altei-ino th h . . 
d I l I . k o e s ape and dzrewo .r 5oacn «II r 1e :.:ay peop e t Jm and act. The rapid · . . n 01 - 1 . . I . I increase m and divers -t ' .r redmo.ogzes is c 1ang1ng t ;e natu re of economic compet"t . H . 1 ) ?1 new . d . . - z ion. ow communu reo1011s, .rn nations antzapa te and respond to this co . p t . . zes, 
o d . I J l . . . m e ztw e environment will largely etermme r 1e 1ea th and v zabt!zty of economies d J 1· .r . . . bl an t Je qua zty 01 /ire that is sustctma e. J ' 
Austin's emergence as a high technology center began 
in J9j5 with the birth of Austin's first h ome grown 
Forrune 500 company, TRACOR1• Over the next fi fteen 
years, high technology growth gradually progressed 
the arrival of IBM in 1967, TI, Radian (a TRACOR 
spin-out) and Continuum in 1969. During the 1970s 
and 1980s, Austin experienced steady growth in 
technology-based company relocations, foundings, and 
expansions including Motorola, National Instruments 
(an Austin based start-u p), AMD, EDS, Schlumberger, 
Tandem, Fisher Controls, CompuAdd (an A ustin-
based start-up), Abbott Labs, Westinghouse, Xerox, 
and Lockheed. 
In 1983, the nation's first major for-profit R&D 
consortium, MCC (the Microelectonics and Computer 
Technology Consortium) chose Austin as its headquar-
ters after a major and public site selection process 
among some of the most visible high-tech centers in the 
United States.2 Soon after MCC cam e to Austin, 3M 
announced th at it would locate a major R &D division 
in Austin. The area experienced an unprecedented wave 
of high technology related economic growth due to the 
perception that it had suddenly become a major 
technology center. Austin made world-wide headlines 
as the next "Silicon Valley" . 
Between 1984 and 1987, Austin experienced an eco- . 
nomic downturn revolving around a general economic 
recession in the state, cutbacks in higher edu cation, 
anti-growth local government attitudes, and a specula-
tive development cycle. By 1986 the price of o il f_ell 
from a high of $32 in 1980 to below $10 a barrel 111 • • 
1986. The plunge in o il prices combined w ith declt_nmg 
farm and beef prices and changing tax laws an_d savmgs 
and loan foreclosures caused a major economic do":'n-
turn in Texas. The oil and gas indust ry lost approxi-
150,000 jobs and the Lone Star State was faced 
with budget deficits. 
IC1 Institute 
emergence as a major technology center 
gam ed a significant boost in early 1988 when the 
nation's semiconductor industry , after a national 
com petition, chose Austin as the location for the 
industry's new research consortium of 13 member 
companies (SEMATECH). Following SEMATECH's 
location in Austin came expansions of Motorola and 
IBM and the relocations and foundings o f Pencom 
Systems, Trilogy, Applied Materials, Tadpole T ech-
nologies, Apple Computers and Lotus D evelopment 
Corporation. 
'T he seeds of TR.ACOR were spun-out of The University of at 
A · b Fr· n k McBee and three other faculty who were working ust111 Y .. · . I R h p k Th 
f d II Spo nsored research at UT s Ba cones esearc ar . e on e era y- . . h I b life cycle o f TRACOR came full circle Ill I w en a eve rage uy-
out o f TRACOR and subscqucll! cutbacks in the U.S. defense_ 
. d I d to• do wnturn for the company. Many of the sp111-outs 
tn US! ry e "' f h . d o f TRACOR ho wever, and the spin-outs o t ese sp111-outs conu nue 
to >row and' prosper in Austin. H owever, as of _I 992 TRACOR was 
g . • 11d beginning to emerge as a profl!ablc company once restructuring·• · h" h h t . Tb f TRACOR and the companies w ic ave spun-ou 
again. e an ' exemplifies the linkage between the 
1!11s research, and the dcvclopmcm of 
small, medium, and large 1990) 
(Smilor, Gibson, and Kozmetsky, 1988; icm c an ' ' . 
l Austin was chosen as 1he site for MCC, sec 1 For more on l O W 
Gibso n and Rogers, 1988 and 1994. 




Critical Events in Austin's Development as a Technology Center 
TRACOR founded ( Austi n 's firs t homegrown F o rtun e SCC compam 
IBM establ ishes Aust in divisi o n producing IB:'-f sclectric rypewriters 
Continuum begins Austin o p erm o ns 
Tl opens Austin division 
Radian (a Tracor spin-off) begins Austin operations 
1970 Wayne Systems/Dresser Industries begins Austin operations 
1971 Xerox opens Austin division 








A rab o il embargo 
Mo torola o pens Austin division 
Han G raphics begins Austin o peratio ns 
Eaton Corpo ration opens Austin divisio n 
N ational Instruments, an Austin-based start -up instrumentation company, fou nded 
EDS begins Austin operations 
AMO opens Austin divisio n 
Schlumberger Well Services begins Aust in operat io ns 
O il sells for $32 barrel 
CompuAdd founded (an Austin-based start -up) 
Tandem begins Austin operations 
r-isher Controls begins Austin operations 
Rolrn Systems begins Austin Operations 
Du n & Bradstreet begins Austin operations 
1983 Microelectronics and Computer Techno logy Corpo ration (MCC) selects Austin for headquarters 
1984 Start of T exas Recession 
3M opens Austin R&D divisio n 
C rys tal Semiconducto r founded 
MC I Services opens Austin division 
1985 DELL Compurers founded 
SAS Institute opens Austin division 
1986 O il sel ls for $1 0 barrel 
1988 Semiconductor industry selects Austin as location for SEMATECH 
DELL Computers goes public 
TRACOR goes private in leveraged buyout 
1989 Austin Technology Incubator begins operation 
1990 Applied Maierials opens Austin operations 




DELL Computers becomes a Fortune 500 company 
Apple Computer Inc. relocates national customer support center to Austin 
TRACOR declares Chapter 11 
AMI) announces $700 million plant expansion i11 Austin 
I .0 1 us J )cvclopment Corp. relocates customer service center to Austin 
Trilogy fou nded 
TRACOR returns 10 na tional stock exchange 
Apple/ IBM/ Motorola alliance established in Austin 
11.IM l'C Software Division relocates to Austin 
purpose of the Study 
M rch l 991 the IC2 Institute published the Austin 
Organization and Methodology 
In a ' d R h ' h b h In ustry ep.ort w 1.c enc m.arked the 
· n's four maior technology mdustnes: ( l ) semiconductor, 
and logic modules; software; (3) bio-technol-
. nd (4) computers and peripherals. The report presented 
The Greater Austin Software lndustr R . . . 
four sections: Demograph' I f Y eport is d1v1dcd into 0 . 1cs, n rastructure Bu perat1ons, and Technical components. , s1ness 
dogy,rrptive data that documented the growing number o f esc d I f' · h · d small, mid-sized an arge 1rdms m eac . m ufstry catfegor,r. In 
addition, the report presente an <;>verv1ew o R&D uncling 
at The University of - Austin and data from a 
roup of Austin area business and academic leaders who rated 
;of rware as the most important industry for helping the 
Austin area grow in the 1990s (see chart below). The report 
concluded that "the Austin area was becoming a major center 
for software development, especially UNIX-based soft-
" I ware. 
The Greater Austin Software Industry Report identifies key 
business issues and technologies which are considered most 
likely to contribute to sustaining and expanding software 
development activities in the Austin area in the coming 
decade. The report describes: 
+ the public/ private infrastructure 
components of Austin 's emergence as 
a major software center. 
+ facilitators and inhibitors the 
emergence of Austin as a world class 
software engineering center. 
+ established and emerging software 
products and services of Austin based 
software development firms. 
+ competitive competencies of Austin-
based software development firms in 
terms of the national and global 
marketplace. 
Primary data sources for the report are two survc 
ducted over a year and a half Phase l . ys con-
·1 d · ] · qucst1onna1rcs were ma1 e m ate l 99 J and early 1992 to collect b 1 · d d 
'I d' ase inc ata an comp1 e a trectory of total population of Austin area 
development firms. l 54 surveys were returned of 
:-rh1ch 12.5 were .software developers. Based on the 
111format1on received m Phase I, a more detailed questionaire 
?eve.loped and mailed in August J 992. The Phase 2 
list ".'as compiled from the Phase I survey, compa-
nies listed with the Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce 
records at the Texas Comptroller's Office, and Dun & ' 
Bradstreet. From the response to Phase 2, 29 new companies 
were added to the Phase I data and a total of 80 companies to 
Phase 2 data. A directory of 359 Austin area software 
developers was compiled and verified in June 1993. The 
survey data deals with actual (1992) and projected (1995) 
information about Austin 's software industry. For the 
purpose of this study, software developers arc defined as 
companies whose core activities are software development as 
well as companies who develop software for their hardware 
components. 
The survey data is presented in graphic and tabular form. 
Percentages and mean scores are grouped by company size: 
1-5 employees, 6- 10 employees, 11 -100 employees and I 
employees. The data represented are based on 3 sample sizes: 
the 359 firms listed in the directory, 173 responses to Phase I 
survey (48% response rate), and Phase II's 80 survey 
responses, (22%). 
+ the unique capabilities of Austin's 
software research base and the most 
promising areas of future software 
development. 
' Austin Technology-Based Industry Report, D. Gibson, R. Smilor and G. 
Kozmctsky, IC' Institute, The University of Texas at Austin, 1991. 
The Importance of Eighteen Technology-based Industries in Helping Austin's Economy Grow in the 1990s 
VERY IMPORTANT 
G • ·-·· Sonwm INDUSm' lhPoRT, 1993 THE REATER 
Location of Austin Area Software Developers 
by Zip Code* 
# # # Firms• 
Zip Code Arms• Zip Code Firms· 
Zip Code 
78730 11 78749 3 78681 3 
78731 35 78750 22 78701 15 
I 78732 2 78752 7 78702 
78703 11 78733 4 78753 4 
78704 17 78734 5 78754 2 
78705 7 78735 2 78755 2 
78714 2 78736 3 78758 12 
78716 5 78737 2 78759 59 
78720 10 78739 3 78761 4 
78722 2 78741 2 78763 2 
78723 4 78744 3 78765 3 
78727 7 78745 18 78767 3 
78728 6 78746 49 78768 l 
78729 6 78748 5 78786 l 
''Data ts based on the fzrms /med m the Appendzx 
The geographic location of Austin's software d 
1 f. bl. h d . eve op ment 1rms was esta is e usmg the zip code dd -
f d I f · - a rcsse1 of the so tware eve opment 1rms iJSted in the A 
dix at the end of this report. Over 72% of Aust· ppen-
. in area 
software development firms are clustered in the 11 . 
code areas illustrated below. Fifty-nine software zip 
development firms are located in area 78759. The are 
with the next highest distribution of software 
ment firms is 78746 with 49 software developmenr 
firms located in this zone. 
Ausr1N 1 s SOF T WARE Loop 
h nk 9rh 
NOTE: The 78703 and 78730 areas bot rad . 
. h f" 1 cate in wit 11 software development irms 0 
each of these zones. 
THE GmTtR AusnN -
THE CoRE Of SonwARE ACTIVITY 
IN THE AUSTIN AREA 
215 SOFTWARE FIRMS (59.8%) 
The 78759 zip code 
zone is home to 
Austin's largest high 
technology employers. 
It is also the zone with 
the greatest concentra-
tion of software 
development firms 
with 59 software 
developers (16.4%) 
listed in the Austin 
Software Developers 
Directory located in 
this zone. 
The greatest concentration of software firms occurs 
in 7 zones, with 215 software development firms 
(59.8%) located in these zones. 
15 111111114.1 % 
The Heart of Austin's Technology Development 
The 78759 Zip Code Zone 
....-
.-












Over 87% of the software firms 
surveyed have 100 or less employees 
and more than 50% of the firms are 
composed of 5 or less employees. 
54% of 1-5 employee firms have 4 to 
5 employees. 
Date of Founding 
Year Founded No of Percent 
Finns of Total 
1966- 1970 4 2.3% 
1971-75 3 1.7% 
1976-1980 22 12.7% 
1981-1985 46 26.6% 
1986-1990 85 49.1% 
>:·1991 13 7.6% 
•:·as of October 1991 
% of Total Cumulative % 
72.35% 72.35% 
8.82% 81.18 % 
4.12% 85.29% 
9.41 % 94.71 % 
5.29% 100.00% 
100.00% 
Based on a sarn I 
software deve] Pe of 17c 
th · · 0Plllen r· e ma1onty off' t ir"' 
d trills ·•<1, vey e are start-u sur. 
follow ed by div P5,f(?2.35% . ers1 ic . J, 
e.xpans1ons (9.4 J %) at1onl/ 
tlons (8.8201 ) h 'reloca. io , ot er(" 
and spin-offs 
Austin Area Software Companies 
Size Finn No of Percent Cumulative 
Finns of sample Percent 
1-5 Employees 41 51.25% 51.25% 
6-10 Employees 12 15.00% 66.25% 
11-100 Employees 17 21.25% 87.50% 










Foundings of Austin 's software 
develop ment firms (based on a 
sample of 173 firms) has been 
steadily increasing since 1966. 
100% 
n= 80 
- - - - -- -
r,. "'"'"""""" ........ '""""" """"· 1993 
Yearfy Foundings By Fi ' inn s Origin 
Ba 






D = Diversifications/Expansions 
R = Relocations 


















As above chart illustrates, the emergence of 
Austm as a major center for software development 
began to build steadily starting in 1975 with the 
of startups and a steady increase in 
expansion, relocations and sp in-offs 
contmumg to present day. 
Based on the sample of 170 firms, from 1980 to 1989, 
86 of the start-up firms were founded. From 1980 to 
1991, 14 diversifications/ expansion firms relocated 
co Austin. The majority of expansions, 11 firms came to 
Austin between 1985to1991. From 1985 to 1991, 12 
firms relocated to Austin. 
During 1990 and 1991, 10 Start-Ups; 4 Expansions/ 
Diversifications; and 3 firms have relocated to the 
Austin Area. 
THE GRuTER AllSTVI SonwARE INousm' REPoRT, 1993 
Annual Growth of Austin's 1965-1991 
Based on Sample of 173 
Software Firms 
I" j•l L------i 
1 .o L------i1 I 
j 
'II 
J . +------------. 
0 
79 1980 1981 1982 198) 198< 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1965 1%6 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 197) 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 19 
YNrfocmclecl 
· · d founding in the Austin area reveals that the majority An overview of software firms af nded in the 1980s 111 firms ( 64 % ) were founded occurred in the 1980s. Of the 173 f1rms, 147 to were ou ' 
since 1985. 
Aust n Are a S o ftware F rms Emp lo yme nt 
No of Total Austin Full Time Contract Total Size Finn Finns Based Employees Software Professionals Software Professionals Software Professionals 
1-5 Employees 41 135 
6-10 Employees 12 93 
11-100 Employees 17 623 
100+ Employees 10 25969':· 
Based on BO Austin area software development firms 
The sample of 4111 -5 employee software firms employ 
135 employees in the Austin area, of which 61 are full 
time software professionals and 30 are contract soft-
ware professionals. 
The sample of 12 firms with 6-1 0 employees employ 93 
employees. 45 arc fu ll time software professionals and 
12 are contract software professionals. 
The sample of 17 Austin area software firms with 11 -
100 employees 623 employees. There are 372 fu ll time 
software professionals and 28 contract software 
professionals. 
'" ""'""' ............ _ ._,, ,993 
61 30 91 
45 12 57 
372 28 400 
1640 490 2130 
*number based on survey data plus additional sources 
Firms with 100+ emp loyees employ 25,969 
ees (this number is based on survey data plus 
tional employment figures provided by The Austin 
· h · h selves). American Statesman and t e companies t em 
. f · I d 490 are 1640 are full-time software pro ess1ona s an 
contract software professionals. 
. · ty of the programmers 
'fhe 1maJd
1
have more than 10 years 
emP oye · Th ming experience. e 
Work Experience of Programmers 
Program . . . h 6 10 ·on to this 1s m t e -
except! f' · h' h h 
I e sized irms m w 1c t e emp oye . h' 
a· ority of programmers m t 1s 
m l ry (49%) have 2-5 years cat ego k . . 
amming wor experience m progr 0 • h 
trast to the 31.58 Yo wit more con f' than 10 years. In 100+ 1rms, 
30.70% of programmers 6-10 
years experience and 29.2? Yo have 







Employment Growth By Size of Firm 
1993-1995 
Size Firm 1993 1994 1995 
1·5 Employees 57 35 29 
6-10 Employees 35 34 35 
11-100 Employees 108 167 191 
100+ Employees 2466 2401 2142 
<2 Years 2-5 Years 6-10 Years >10 Years 
5 18 19 35 
5 28 8 18 
27 99 91 125 
187 259 654 624 
224 404 772 802 
The largest expansion in employment (42.28%) is 
anticipated by the 1-5 employee software develop-
ment firms. 
Firms with 6-10 employees also expect over 36% 
annual employment expansion between 1993 and 
1995. 
11-100 employee firms expect employment growth 
to be slower in 1993 (17.35% ), 1994 (26.76% ), and 
in 1995 (30.70% ). 
100+ employee firms predict 20% employment growth for 1993-1995. However, in terms of acmal number of 
employees hired, it is the largest firms that will provide the greatest employment opportunities. 
Th: percentage sales growth ( 65. 99%) is 
ant1c1pated in 1993 by 1-5 employee firms which 
corresponds to expected employment growth. 
In 1994, 46.47% sales growth is anticipated by 11 -100 
employee firms. 
;n l995, the greatest growth (45.95%) is anticipated by 
·S employee firms. 
.Alllbl ut the 100+ firms expect 40% or greater growth 
10 a thre H 
l 
e years. owever, the 100+ firms expect 
annua g h f . th rowt o approximately 30% for the next 
ree years. 
% Sales Growth by Size of Finn 
1993-1995 
Size Finn 1993 1994 1995 
1·5 Employees 65.99% 45.95% 
6-10 Employees 40.42% 39.58% 44.17% 
11-100 Employees 38.24% 46.47% 
41.76% 
100+ Employees 28.70% 29.50% 
32.00% 
Once a . . . h . h ve the greatest overall impact on the 
A . gain, m terms of actual sales growth, it is the largest firms t at a 
ustin economy. 
.,.......,All[ INDUSTllY lkPo«T' 1993 
THE GR£Altll AusnN ,_.' .. 
I N F R A S T R U C T U R E 
h I · I ·nnovation in the new globally competitive h h II 0 ftec no ogica i . · · d I e c a enge '1 fill . How can each orgamzatzon, region, an nation, 
era can be stated 0 owst. i'th others manage technology creatively and 
. d · 'd ll and m cancer w ' . h m zvt ua Y h b .fits 0 f sustained economic growt ? Those . t' Ly to reap t e ene1• '1 . . b . . . mnova ive d . ost able to accomplish this o 'Jectzve will play . t ·ans an regions m . d . orgamza I . th paradox of global competzon an cooperation. key roles m reso vmg e 
Technology commercialization in the coming decades 
will be realized by meeting the challenges presented by 
a hypercompetitive global marketplace in the post cold 
war era. To prepare for the twenty-first century, the 
nation and its communities as well as federal agencies 
and corporations will have to implement innovative 
technology transfer strategies in order to remain 
globally competitive and to maintain an affordable high 
quality of life, to maintain a high standard of living, to 
create high value jobs, and to address the considerable 
economic challenges facing the United States. 
America's strength has always been grounded in the 
nation's ability to be scientifically creative, technologi-
cally adept, managerially innovative, and 
entrepreneurially daring. An important factor in 
fosterin? and regionally-based technology 
growth is a coordmated effort by public and private 
secto.r entities foster technology-based development. 
Austm has pos1t1oned itself to meet these challenges.1 
Austin is one of the country's "hot regions" for n . ew 
econo?11c growth on high technology and 
emergmg technolog1es. According to U.S. Census 
Bureau figures, Austin was the 8th fastest growing 
metro area in the United States over the past dee d 
The boom has been attributed to the alliance 
state and local government businesses and Th U . · f ' e mver-
sity o Texas. According to Fortune almost two th' d 
of Austin's output is high tech Aust· , · bilr s 
• 0 • 10 s JO ess rate is 4.5 Yo - approximately 55 000 i'obs a .d d 
b . , , re prov1 e y Austm s 450 technology based companies i A f · · rea so tware recruiters rank it in the top 95th ·1 . th · f UN percent1 e 10 e nation or IX development capability. J 
George Kozmetsky, Director 
JC2 Institute 
In addition, Austin is home to two of the largest 
entrepreneurial computer companies Dell and 
CompuAdd as well as several major companies alli-
ances such as: the Apple-IBM-Motorola alliance, and 
IBM's Entry System Division which makes IBM clone 
for other companies. 
1 
Kozmetsky, George; Gibson David V· and Kilcrease, Laura. 
(!ield Center Commericalization Center;, 
2 F Institute, U mvers1ty of Texas - Austin, 1993. 
ortune Magazme, N ovember 2 1992 
'McDow, Tony. "UNIX, Open Systems and the Austin 
Techno I' p 1· b d Sofrware po is: re tmary Study of the Austin UNIX- ase 
Industry". 
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Growth HW Firms Growth SW Firms Vision Austin Local SW SW Austin's Unk Into 
Professio .. ls Ropu!Jlion Int.mill SW 
Sl.lnclll'ds 
TECHNOLOGY 
When asked to rate the importance of Austin's soft-
ware industry infrastructure factors to their company's 
growth, the clear vision of Austin's emergence as a 
national/ international software development center and 
Austin's national/ international reputation for produc-
ing high quality, reliable and secure software were rated 
as most important to business ' growth by all groups. 
Also rated as important by all groups was a pro-active 
and networked group of local software professionals 
and the leveraging and networking of local software 
companies and support services. The rapid growth of 
Austin's hardware and software firms was also consid-
ered important. The importance of linking to interna-
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RESEARCH & EDUCATION 
All groups rated a productive 
locally-based R&D environment as 
important to their firm 's growth . 
All except the 1-5 firms rated the 
quality of education for computer 
science profess10nals at UT as 
important to their firm 's growth. 
• 11-100 """°,... E 1.00 .. 
BUSINESS 
Austin 's central location, the 
of start-up capital and 
improved local business zoning 
codes received the lowest rating by 
as being important to 
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"SEMATECH has proven to be an 
important investment for the 
industry and the nation. It has 
helped improve semiconductor 
manufacturing technology ... and 
improved communications 
betweeen users and suppliers. 
MCC is developing an 
information infrastructure, which 
will enable businesses to develop, 
manufacture, deliver and support 
products and services with 
superior speed, flexibility and 
quality" 
President Clinton's Technology Policy Report 
In terms of their firm's growth, software developers 
were asked to rank the importance of existing large, 
mid-sized, and small computer companies, state 
government, UT-Austin, and the highly visible 
organizations - SEMATECH and MCC. 
• 1one of the categories received a rating of 6 or 7 (most 
important). UT I Austin was the only category to 
receive a rating greater than 3 by all four groups. 
1-5 employee firms rate large, mid sized computer 
companies, small computer companies, and UT I 
Austin as being most important to the growth of their 
company. 
6-10 employee firms report the most dependence on 
Austin's institutions and organizations. These firms 
gave the most favorable ratings to large computer 
companies, UT/Austin, state government and MCC. 
THE GmlDI AusTIN SonwARE INDOSTIIY lb:Poirr, 1993 
11-100 firms considered UT-Austin and large and mid-
sized computer companies as being most important to 
their firm's growth 
100+ employee firms are the least dependent on 
Austin's institutions and organizations, however they 
did rate UT I Austin as most important to the growth of 
their organizations. 
When asked what their top sources were for 
software, sales and marketing professionals, 
was mentioned as a strong source of recruitment by a 
sized firms. 
BUSINESS PROFESSION R 
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Austin's legal and accounting "' c 
services were rated as most satisfac- 5.00 
tory by all groups. As expected, 
4.00 venture capital received the lowest 











ratings for Austin's banking 
services which corresponds to 
results from start-up financing. 
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BUSINESS SERVICES 
Austin's software developers arc least 
satisifed with the area's marketing, 
management, public relations, 
business and international expertise. 
I 00+ firms rating international 
expertise as satisfactory .is attributed 
to their in-house expertise. 
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"The 1ml';;crs1ty rs a ma I ort of an infrastructure of crzllcal mass for 
people right out of schoo ares 
comp.mies." Michael Dell 
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Respondents were asked to rate 
their satisfaction with Austin's 
educational infrastructure as it 
related to their company 's growth. 
K-12 and local vocational/technical 
received the lowest satisaction 
scores. 
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The category to receive the highest 
rating of satisfaction was The 
University of Texas at Austin. On 
the o ther hand, the majority of 
respondents expressed dissatisfac-
tion with the university's lack of 
accessible courses for the area's 
business professionals. 
Continulnr Educatlon 
When asked what they would 
change about Austin, every group 
mentioned the availability of 
continuing education at UT. 
Strongly emphasized need 
for an evening school d1v1s10n 
UT. "Current practices make 1t , 






h V e a unique atmosphere, slower in day-to-day pace than other h · h h · does a d b zg -tee cent b Austin . l avvy open to change an capa le of responding rapidly to challe crs, ut . creasing y s ' nges. 
11'1 Washington Post 1992 
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QuALITY OF LIFE IN AUSTIN 
This section received the most favorable 
ratings of all the categories. All of the 
categories in this section received a rating 
of acceptable or better. 
Austin's quality of life received the highest 
ratings by respondents as did the availabil-
ity of a quality work force, reasonable cost 
of living and the cost of doing business in 
Austin. 
100+ (m"°'"' 
• 1-5 Em'*""' 
" 
In general, respondents for Austin 's 
software firms gave an 
average ratmg to the area's air service 
and highway system. 
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Political vision and support at the 
national, state and local level 
received a modest score as did the 
business attitude of the city council. 
0 6-10 [mployO<t • ll·lllD Employ"' • 100. E.oiploy"' 
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Busines s Operation s 
. US Census Bureau's 1987 survey uf business ow ners, more: than 
According to th11cb · . · , are started with fess than $5,000.00. half of all sma usmems 
sources of Startup Financing 
Local Financing Sources 
r rrsmwl s ,,vingsll nrom(' 
Cnns11ltario11 Fees 
Friends 

















While sources of start-up financing varied widely for 
Austin 's software development firms there was a 
definite pattern to the type of financing based on the 
size of the firm. All but I 00+ firms had some type of 
local start-up financing. The majority of financing 
came from personal savings/ income 66.03% in 1-5 
firms, 27.14% in 6-10 firms and 16.15% in 11-100 
firms. 
For 6-10 firms , the second most common source of 
start-up financing came from friends ( 15.71 % ). 11-100 
and 1-5 firms relied on consultation fees to provide 
sources of financing. Additionally, 11-100 firms were 
the only group to list banks and venture capital as a 
source of local financing with 10.15% of their funding 
coming from local banks and 7.69% from venture 
capital. 
100+ firms had no source of local financing, 1-5 firms 
had no national source of start-up financing. 100+ firms 
100+ National financing Sources 1·5 6-10 11-100 100+ 
GoVl'rnment Contracts 12.86% 5.38% 20.00% 
Banks 6.15% 2.;% 
Parent Firm so.003 
Vent11re Capital 9.2)% 
Com11ltation Fees 7.86% 
had the most sources of national financing, with 
50.00% of their financing coming from parent firms. 
Government contracts were also listed as a significant 
sources of financing: 20.00% for 100+ firms, 12.86% 
for 6-10, and 5.38% for 11 - 100 firms. 
When respondents were asked to specify the one thing 
they would change about Austin's business climate to 
facilitate their business' growth, all groups of firms 
mentioned financing and access to capital particularly -
the willingness of Austin 's banking institutions to lend 
capital. 
When respondents were asked what services/produces 
they considered most impo rtant to their company's 
growth and which were no t readily available in Austin, 
all groups mentioned banks willingness to lend to 
businesses. All but the 100+ groups also mentioned . 
venture capital and investment capital as services which 
were not sufficiently available in the Austin area. 
r ........ ._ ...,..., ,,.:-.;; ...;,:--, 
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Other 
The principal method of sale for Austin 's software developers is direct sales. Telemarketing and 
periodicals are also a preferred method of sale for Austin 's smaller software developers. In 








PRINCIPAL METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION 
• 1-5 Employees D 1>-10 Employees • 11-100 Employ... • 100+ Employeos 
Company Retail Distributors Direct Offices Other 




o/c) and (17%). 11-100 firms 
tion are direct mail (39%) and (50%) fo!lo"."ed by retai
76
) dtrect (11.76%) and 
primary methods of distributrion are d1stnbutors \l 1. f 'lOO+ employee firms is company 
offices (17.65% ). The primary method of distribution or 
offices (70.00% ). 
-
r-
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SoFTWARE DISTRIBUTION TERRITORY 
1-5 6-10 
11-100 100+ 






Other Texas 70.00% 
66.67% 64.71% 70.00% 
Other USA 68.29% 
66.67% 88.24% 60.00% 
Canada 29.27% 
41.67% 52.94% 60.00% 
Far East 9.76% 
16.67% 47.06% 50.00% 
Middle East 14.63% 0.00% 
41.18% 50.00% 
South America 14.63% 16.67% 
41.18% 50.00% 
Central America 12.20% 8.33% 
17.96% 20.00% 
Mexico 17.07% 16.67% 
35.29% 40.00% 
Africa 4.88% 0.00% 
J 1.76% 20.00% 
Australia 19.51% 25.00% 
43.75% 30.00% 
New Zealand 9.76% 8.33% 
25.00% 10.00% 
Pacific Rim 9.76% 16.67% 
37.50% 50.00% 
England 9.75% 8.30% 31.25% 
50.00% 
Germany 9.75% 8.30% 25.00% 
50.00% 
France 7.31% 0.00% 18.75% 
30.00% 
Italy 2.40% 0.00% 6.25% 
0.00% 
Switzerland 2.40% 0.00% 0.00% 
20.00% 
Scandinavia 4.87% 0.00% 6.25% 
10.00% 
Belgium 2.40% 0.00% 6.25% 
10.00% 
Poland 0.00% 0.00% 6.25% 0.00% 
Hungary 0.00% 0.00% 6.25% 0.00% 
Austria 0.00% 0.00% 6.25% 0.00% 
Netherlands 2.44% 0.00% 0.00% 20.00% 
n=SO •iralics reprt>srnt w n·ttm in responses 
The majority of Austin's software development firms 
distribute their product in the United States. From 
60% (JOO+ firms) to 88.24% ( 11 -100 firms) of 
Austin 's firms distribute in the United States. 65-70% 
of all software is distributed in Austin and/or Texas. 
Jn addition to national sales locations, respondents 
were asked to specify their world-wide sales locations. 
Jn the table above, areas in ital ics represent written-in 
responses. A large portion of the J 00+ firms and 11 - 100 
firms distribute to foreign countries. Suprisingly, a 
significant number of the smaller firms, while not as 
large a percentage as the larger firms, also distribute 
world -wide. 
All groups distribute to the following foreign locations: 
Canada, South America, Mex ico, the far East, Austra-
lia and the Pacific Rim. 
1
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§ilJ 
60% of 100+ firms distribute to Canada, 50% to the 
Far East, Middle East, Pacific Rim, England and 
Germany. 40% distribute to Mexico and 30% distrib-
ute to Australia and France. 
52.94% of 11-100 firms distribute to Canada, 47.06% 
to the Far East, 43.75% to Australia, 41. 18% to the 
Middle East and South America, 37.50% to the Pacific 
Rim and 35.29% to Mexico. 
41.67% of 6- 10 firms distribute to Canada, 25% to 
Australia, and 16.67% to the Far East, Mexico, and the 
Pacific Rim. 
29.27% of 1-5 firms distribute to Canada, 19.51% to 
Australia, 17.07% to Mexico, 14.63% to the 
East and South America, 12.20% to Central America 
:-tnd 9.76% to N ew Zealand the Pacific Rim, England, 
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Austin Other TX CA MA Other 
Austin' s smallest software developers (1-5 employee firms) face the most significam 
competition from the Austin area, while 6-10, 11 -100, and 100+ firms face the most 
competition from California. O ther Texas cities were also seen as the location of 
cant competition for Austin's software developers. Boston, MA was considered an area of 
significant competition for Austin's largest firms. 
Respondents were asked to write in additional areas from which they faced significant 
national competition. The response varied widely by group, however, all groups consickr 
New York as an area of significant competition. All but 6-10 firms listed Colorado as an 
area of significant competition. Alabama and Atlanta were listed by 6-10 and .11-100 . 
firms, Washington, DC was listed by 1-5 and 11-100 firms and Carohna was listed 
by 11 -100 and 100+ firms as an area of significant national compent1on. 
International Competition 
R d 
. . h h · . · nificant international 
espon ents were also asked to indicate w ere t e1r most sig ' . ·r·. . . 1. d · d' ng the most s1gm 1cant compet1t1on was located. I 00+ firms 1ste 4 areas as provi 1 . d F . . . . . . . 'ddl E l d' an Subcontment, an ar 
1nternat1onal compeuuon: the Pac1f1c Rim, M1 e ast, 11 1 . h 1 · f E . . d ( ? 50;.) was listed as t e ocauon o 
ast each rece1v1111• a 10% response rate. Cana a L. 0 · h 6 67°/. 
. • . l:l • . . f' . \' d Europe wtt a . o . 
tnternauonal compeuu on for l l - 100 fmns. 6- 10 irms iste f. · I competiuon : . 'f' I t' ons o mternauona 
response rate. 1-5 firms listed 3 areas as s1gn1 1cant oca 1 
New Zealand (8.33'Yo), Canada (5.0%) and the Far East (2.5%). 
----
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PERcENT REVENUE FROM 1-5 Employees 6-10 Employees 11-100 Employees 
SERvlCES/PRODUCTS Current 1995 Current 1995 Current _!995 Current 1 
Prepackaged Software Applications 32.10% 41.59% 23.83% 30.83% 41.76% 27.65% 22.60% 16 
Custom Software Applications 24.05% 21.10% 39.58% 32.92% 33.24% 17.65% 13.80% 
Retall/Mart<eting 0.73% l.83'Y., 5.00% (1.25% 7.0(1%1 7.(15'Y,, 0.001J10 
Software Integration Services 2.07% 2.2o•x, 4.25% 5.00% 15.88% 12.94% 8.00% 
Subcontract Programming Services 2.71% J.24% 5.00% 2.92%. 7.'H% 6. l 8'Yo 14.00% 
Consultation Services 14.85% 10.73% 8.83% 8.JJ'X, 7.12% 11.76% 2.00% 
Training/Education Services (1.22%1 5.02•x, 1.75% 3.33% 4.47% 8.53% 1.50% 
Data Processing Services 2.78% 4.27% 5.50% 6.25% 2.35% 0.06% 2.70'Y,, 
Reselling 6.76% 6.20°/i. (1.67% 7.08% 2.65% J .24% 4. 10% 
Outside R&D Services J.90% 1.71 % 0.00% 0.00% 11 .4 1% 9.4 1% 8.50% 
Other 10.6 1% 10.73% 9.17% 9.58% 0.88% 1. 18% 10.ooo;,, 
n=SO 
Respondents were asked to indicate the percentage of their present and estimated future 
(1995) revenue from software services/products. Revenue fro m prepackaged and custom 
software applications account for the majority of revenue generated for al l sized firms. 
Revenue from prepackaged software is predicted to increase for 1-5 firms ( I 0%) and 6- 1 O 
firms (7%), but decrease for 11-100 firms by 13% and 100+ firms by 6%. Percent revenue 
from custom software applications is predicted to decrease b y 3% for 1-5 firms, 8% for 6-
10 firms, 16% for 11 -100 firms and 4% for 100+ firms. O ther services/products areas were 
















As a result of the high demand ror smalle 
h J' r more powerful computers, t e Computer and Business Equ P 
Association (CBEMA) predicts that so ftwa 
1 
m.ellnt Manufacturers 
. . h 'J' re wz remazn th 
high-margin growt area, with two digit sale · h e 
1996. s increase t rough 
In these recessionary times, businesses have been 
hesitant and reluctant to spend on new equip-
ment - except on computers. Dataquest esti-
mated worldwide computer sales of all kinds 
totaled $104.5 billion in 1992. 1 
The Stanford C. Bernsetein brokerage firm 
estimate that by 1996 the number of PCs in 
American homes will grow by over 25% to 15 
million. PCs have become a commodity. While 
the cost of computers continues to decline, not 
all consumers are pocketing the savings; many 
are buying bigger, better and more expensive 
machines. Dell Computer reported that revenue 
per order was up 10% after the company 
reduced its PC prices in June 1992. 
computer shipments are expected to 
)Ump 14.5% in 1993, vs 8.3% in 1992. However 
dollar sales will rise only 8% on top of 0.9% in 
! 992. U.S. sales of portables are predicted to 
increase over 50% in 1993. Workstation sales are 
[expected to increase 1 000% by 1996. Main-ra ' mes sales accounted for 21 .6 percent of 
sales in 1992 compared to 24. 9 percent 
1nl99t Th ' . . M · e Computer and Busmess Equipment 
s t°ufacturers Association (CBEMA) estimates 
es growth of mainframes and minis will creep 
ong at 2"!r f 0 a year or the next decade. 
Buyers are shifting to less expensive desktop 
workstations. "It is expected that the shift in 
buyer preference away from mainframes will 
continue to erode the mainframe's share of the 
total worldwide computer systems market" 
according to Dataquesr.ZThe outlook for 
midrange systems - those costing $5000,000 to 
$1 million, such as IBM's AS/400 and DEC's 
VAX series - isn't much better. IDC expects 
sales to increase only 2%. The trend appears 
to be towards the cheaper more power£ ul 
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Dcsktop/W orkstations have the 
most developer support by all 
groups. This platform is expected to 
continue to be the platform of choice 
into 1995. 
• 11-100 EmployHs • 100+ Employees 
Following the national trend, main-
frames arc predicted to continue to 
decrease as revenue generators, except 
for 11-100 employee sized firms. 
OPERATING SvSTIM CuRRENn v Us1NG 











As of 1992,.DOS was the predomi-
nate operatmg system for all but the 
11-100 where UNIX was the 
predommate operating system . 
rr241I THE GREATER AumN SonwARE INDU D--Lfij STllY ''"""''• 1993 
• 11-100 Employees • 100+ Employees 
By 1995 all but the 100+ firms expect 
to be using DOS less and UNIX more. 
Use of Windows and the Mac OS were 
















PERCENTAGE OF COMPANY'S FUTURE (1995) R 
EVENUE BY plATF 
0Rllt 
• 1-s Employees D s..10 Employees 
• 11-100 Employees • 100+ EmPioJtes 
As of 1992, none of the firms were 
doing any services or products for 
palmtops or pen computers. 
However, all groups expect to be 
doing creating some services and/or 
products for this platform by 1995. 
• 1·5 Employees 
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OPERATING SYSTEM Pw ro UsE BY 1995 




















UNIX OSl2 DOS Windows 
1'he h'f 
s 1 t toward UNIX follows the national trend as 
NOS 
Mac OS VMS d downsizing for 
The shift wwar d UNIX 
reported b F .d M Y arrester Research Inc of Cambn ge, 
P ass .. which has tracked the downsizing in the com-Uter ind h 
Fort ustry. The firm says 80 percent oft e 
10 lOOQ corporations it interviewed are seriously o ing to . 
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Desktop systems show the strongest current and 
future alligence by all firms. The 386/486 is the 
dominate architecture and it is expected to 
remain strong into 1995. All groups, also 
anticipate an increase in the use of Motorola's 
680xx architecture. 
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CoMPllltR ARCHITECTlJRE PLAN ro UsE BY 1995 
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As of 1992, large computer systems have a strong advocate in 1 OO+firms. 
All groups expect to increase their use of DEC's Alpha architecture by 
1995 which is accompanied by an anticipated decrease by all but the 11-
100 group in their use of DEC's VAX architecture. 
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90.00% 
SonwARE MARKETS: PERCENTAGE f1RMS CuRRENTtv TARGrnNGIPLAN TO TARGET ev 1995 
Software Marilets 1·5 Employffs 
% Change from Currcndv By % Chance 
1992·1995 Tugcting 1 95 
Fodera! t:o.emment 17.C0% 24.C0% 41.18% 
state t:o.emment 24 .C0% 24.CO% 0.00% 
Local Go'temment 10.00% IS.CO% 50.00% 
Mari<etlng 12.00% 12.00% 0.00% 
Manufacturing 37.00% 34.00% ·ll.11% 
finance/Accounting 27.C0% 17.00% ·37.04% 
Desktop Publishing 12.00% IS.CO% 25.00% 
l.epl 15.00% 17.00% 13.33% 
00/Gas/Chemical 20.C0% 29.00% 45.00% 
Utilities 10.00% IC.CO% 0.00% 
Modlcal/ltealth 29.00% 24.00% ·17.24Y. 
Servictt 
Insurance 22.00% 20.00% ·9.09% 
Scientific Research 20.00% 22.00% 10.00% 
En&lneering 32.00% 29.00% ·9.38Y. 
Academic/Education 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 
Training 17.00% 7.00% ·58.82% 
Enter1ainment 5.00% 10.00% 100.00% 
Other 39.00% 29.00% ·25.64% 
Respondents were asked to indi-
cated which software markets they 
were currently targeting and which 
markets they plan to target by 1995. 
Government Market 
The only group with plans to 
increase participation by 1995 in the 
state government market was the 
100+ firms (25%). 6-10 and 11-100 
firms plan to decease participation 
in the state governemtn software 
market. Increased participation in 
federal government is planned by 1-
5 firms ( 41 % ) and 11-100 firms 
(33.35%), 6-10 firms plan to 
decease (33 % ) by 1995. 1-5 firms 
plan to increase participation in 
local government software markets 
while 6-10 firms plan to decrease 
participation. No change is 
anticpated by 11-100 and 100+ 
firms. 
Business 
1-5 firms anticipate a decrease in 
manufacturing and finance/ac-
counting software markets, an 
increase in desktop publishing and 
legal software markets and no 
change in the marketing software 
market by 1995. 6-10 firms antici-
pate no significant change in 
business software markets by 1995. 
11 -1 00 firms anticipate an increase 
in manufacturing and legal markets, 
6-10 Employffs 11-100 Employees 11l0+ 
Currently By % Change Currently Tugct By %Chanp C u rrently B>· T:ugcting 1995 Tar5cting 11ci...c. 1 9 5 25.00% 16.67% ·33.32% )5.29°/o 47.C6% 33.35% 40.CO% 
25.0C% 16.67% ·33.32% 35.29% 29.41 % ·16.66% 40.CO% 50 ""•v. ·llOll 
8.33% 0.00% ·100.00% 29.41% 29.41 % 0.00% 20.00% .1,,y 0 2S.OQ% 20.00% 0.llOll 
25.00% 25.00% 0.00% 11.76% 11.76% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
25.00% 25.00% 0.00% 35.29% 47.06% 33.35% 40.00% 40.00·1. 0-00% 
25.00% 25.00% 0.00% 35.29% 17.65% 49.99% 20.00% 20.00% 
0.llOll 
8.33% 8.33% 0.00% 5.88% 5.88% 0.00% 0.CO% 0.00% 0.llOll 
16.67% 16.67% 0.00% 5.88% 17.65% 200.17% 0.00% 0.00% 
O.llOll 
0.llOll 
16.67% 8.33% ·50.03% 23.53 % 29.41% 24.99% 30.00% 30.00°/o 
16.67% 8.33% ·50.03% 29.41% 23.53% ·19.99% 10.00% 20.00% 
0.llOll 
100.0Q% 
33.33% 25.00% ·24.99% 11.76% 23.53% 100.09% I0.00% 20.00% 100.0Q% 
8.33% 8.33% O.OOY. 29.41 % 11.76% -60.01% 20.00% 10.00% ·SO.OQ% 
41.67% 25.00% 40.00% 17.65% 29.41 % 66.63% 40.00% 30.00% ·25.0Q% 
25.00% 33.33% 33.32'/. 41.18% 47.06% 14.28% 40.00% 30.00% ·2S.QO% 
16.67% 25.00% 49.97% 17.65% 29.41 % 66.63Y, 10.00% 20.00% 100.00% 
16.67% 25.00% 49.97% 23.53% 29.41 % 24.99% 20.00% 10.00% ·S0.00% 
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
0.00% 8.33% #DIV/O! 11.76% 0.00% -100.00% 10.00% 0.CO% ·100.00% 
a 50% decrease in finance/account-
ing and no change in marketing and 
desktop publishing software 
markets by 1995. 100+ firms 
anticipate no significant change in 
business software markets by 1995. 
1-5 firms were the only group to 
anticipate an increase in the desktop 
publishing software markets by 
1995, all others anticipate no 
change. All groups expect no 
change in the marketing software 
market by 1995. 
Utilities 
1-5 firms expect to increase partici-
pation in the oil/gas/chemical 
software markets, no change in 
utilities software and a decrease in 
medical/health services and insur-
ance software markets by 1995. 6-
10 firms anticipate decreases in all 
but insurance software markets 
where they anticipate no change by 
1995. 11-100 firms anticipate 
increases in oil/gas/chemical and 
medical/health services and a 
decrease in utilities and insurance 
software markets by 1995. 100+ 
firms were the only group to 
anticipate an increase in the utilities 
software markets, they also antici-
pate an increase in medical/health 
services , a decrease in insurance 
and no change in oil/gas chemical 
software markets by 1995. 
100+ firms were the only group to 
anticipate an increase in the utilities 
software market by 1995. All 
groups anticipate that the insurance 
software market will decrease or 
remain constant (6-10 employees) 
by 1995. 
Scientific 
1-5 firms plan to increase their 
participation in scientific research 
and decrease in engineering by 
1995. 6-10 firms anticipate a 
decrease in scientific research and 
an increase in engineering markets. 
11-100 firms anticipate increase in 
both markets. 100+ firms anticipate 
a decrease in both markets by 1995. 
Education/Entertainment 
All but 1-5 firms anticipate an 
increase in the academic/education 
markets by 1995. Only 1-5 firms 
anticipate an increase in the en.te.r-
tainment market all others anuc1-
pate no change by 1995. 1-5 firms 
and 100+ firms anticipate a 
and 6-10 and 11-100 firms anuc1-
pate an increase by 1995 in the 
training software markets. 
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f>RODUCT APPUCAllONS: HAVE DEVELOPED/UNDER DEVELOPMENT 
6-10 Employees 11·100 [mployees Employees 
l·S Mave Under y, Change Mave 100+ %Change Under Employees Under %Ckange 
111ve oevelopmenl Developed Developmen1 Developed Developmenl Have Under % Change 
tO.OO% 42.86% 8.33% 0.00% ·100.00% 5.88% 5.88% 0.00% 
Developed Developmem 
33.30% 16.67% -49.94% 19.65% 0.00% 0.00% 1.00 • oo•;. -29.41% 17.65% ·10.18% 0.00'/, J4 00% 24. 0 
17.65% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 11.76% 10.00% 10.00% l ;.OO% 11.76% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 71.43% 8.33% 0.00% -100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 7 OO% 12.00 Yo 
2; .00% 10.00% -62.96¥. 25.00% 0.00% ·100.00% 29.41 % 23.53% 
O.QOt/, 
·19.99% 
10.00% 10.00% 0.00% 
24.00% 20.00% -16.67¥. 
7.00% 250.00% 
llishlnC 2.00% 5.00% -50.00% i)!lk\'I ,. 10.00% 
10.00% ·16.67% 12.00% 
20.00% 12.00% -40.00Y, - 17.00% 70.00'lt ..ones,- 10.00>/o 7.00% 5.00% ·28.57% 
5.00% 2.00% -60.00% 
'"""" 2.00% 2.00% 0.00% 12.00% 15.00% 25.00% 
l'ltlalRuM! 2.00% 10.00% 400.00% 
5.00% 7.00% 40.00% s;nolltioo 
10.00% 5.00% -50.00Y, ..... 
22.00% -8.33% • 24.00% 
Respondents were asked to indicate 
which product applications they 
have developed and which product 
applications they have under 
development. 
The number of firms doing data-
base applications development 
significantly decrease for 1-5 6-1 O 
and l.1·100 fi rms while 100+ firms 
remam constant. Accounting/ 
payroll/tax applications develop-
ment decrease for all but 100+ 
fdtrms. While 100+ firms have not 
eveloped · a \' . accountmg/payrollltax 
they do have such 
PP icat1ons under development. 
0.00% 20.00% 
8.33% 33.33% 300.12% 29.41 % 23.53% ·19.99'/, 30.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
30.00% 0.00% o.ooy, 0.00% 0.00% 8.33% 0.00% ·100.00% 0.00% 11.76% 0.00% 30.00% 30.00% 0.00% 
33.33% 33.33% 0.00% 17.65% 17.65% 0.00% 30.00% 30.00% 0.00% 8.33% 0.00% ·100.00% 23.53% 17.65% ·24.99Y. 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 8.33% 16.67% 100.12¥. 5.88% 0.00% ·100.00'!. 10.00% 20.00% 100.00% 
8.33% 16.67% 100.12'!. 23.53% 23.53% 0.00% 30.00% 20.00% ·33.33% 
8.33% 0.00% ·100.00% 23.53% 17.65% -24.99'/, 10.00% 10.00% 0.00% 
0.00% 0.00% 0.00'/, 0.00% 5.88% 10.00% I0.00% 0.00% 
8.33% 8.33% 0.00% 11.76% 17.65% 50.09% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 
0.00% 0.00% 0.00'/, 17.65% 17.65% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00% 
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 23.53% 23.53% 0.00% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
25.00% 25.00% O.OOY, 35.29% 23.53% ·33.32% 30.00% 20.00% -33.33% 
constant for 100+ firms. The only 
group to increase product applica-
tions development for desktop 
publishing is 1-5 firms all other 
groups show no change. Multime-
dia applications development 
increase for 11-100, decrease for 1-5 
and 6-10 firms and show no change 
for 100+ firms. 
Groupware applications develop-
ment decrease for all but I 00+ 
firms. 11-100 firms are the only 
group to increase development in 
audio applications. 1-5 and_ l 100 
firms increase product appltcat1ons 
development in expert systems 
while 6-10 and 100+ firms remain 
constant. 
Virtual reality applications under 
development increase for 
100+ firms. Simulauon apphc;.auon 
development shows no s1gmltc_am 
change for all groups l ·5 f1rms 
the only group to mcrease 
applications develop· 
ment. 
Graphics r · dee fapp icauons development 
. rease or 1-5 and 11-100 f 
Scientific applications under 
development decrease for 1-5 firms 
and remain constant for the other 
groups. C AD/CAM applications 
development decrease for all but 
100+ firms whose CAD/CAM 
applications development at 
20% . Imaging system applications 
under development increase for all 
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ptroller, Inc.'' nal com . I 05 Apers'l s Drivc, Stc. wt1conc. 
5sos. 'lx 78731 
Austin. 
458-8 J 7 I 
rk [)evelopment Labs 
13ud Cove 
#4 Re TX 78746 
AUS(JJl. 
321-2255 
0 ta Systems, Inc.* 
of Texas Highway 
North, suite 540 
Austin, TX 78759 
345-6900 
Academic Computing Systems 
5524 13ec Caves Road 
Austin, TX 78746 
327-4320 
Accelerated Drafting Service* 
I 1754 Jollyville Road, 
Suite 110 
Austin, TX 78759 
258-0399 
Access Technologies, Inc.* 
P.O. Box 202197 
Austin, TX 78720 
343-9564 
ACR Computers* 
12034 Research Blvd., Westwood 
Plaza #JO 
Austin, TX 78759 
331-9990 
Adams Computer Systems* 
13276 Research 
#106 
Austin, TX 78750 
258-6676 
Addressing Your Needs Inc * 
5918 w c ' . . · ourtyard Drive 
Sune 340 ' 
Austin, TX 78730 
794-8004 
Advanced p 
91 30 1 rocurement Systems* 
A . · 0 '.1YV•lle Road, Suite 355 
3 Ustin, fX 78759 38-0091 
Aavanced Programming Concepts• 
I 02 West Lake Orive 
Suite I 09 
Austin , TX 78746 
327-6795 
Advanced Solutions International, Inc* 
30 I Hesters Crossing 
Suite 202 
Round Rock, TX 78681 
Advanced Tactical Systems, Inc. 
102 Westlake Drive, Ste. 109 
Austin, TX 78746 
327-6795 
Advantage Micro Systems, Inc. 
11906 Knights Bridge 
Austin, TX 78759 
258-7485 
AGS Computers, Inc.* 
9430 Research Blvd. 
Austin, TX 78759 
343-4539 
Alliance Computer Services* 
13706 Research Blvd., Suite 110 
Austin, TX 78750 
258-3076 
Alliance Technologies, Inc. 
6034 West Courtyard, Drive #250 
Austin, TX 78730 
794-9856 
Alpha Research Corporation 
10435 Burnet Road 
#109 
Austin, TX 78758 
836-0709 
AMO 
5204 E Ben White Boulevard 
Austin, TX 78741 
385-8542 
American Innovations 
3355 Bee Caves Road 
Austin, TX 78746 
329-3400 
Analysts Int · 
9442 N c- ernational 








ANDOC Group Inc. 
PO Box 26550 
Austin. TX 78755 
346-1 606 
Andrew KMW Systems 
4301 Westbank Drive 
Austin. TX 78730 
314-3189 
Applied Design Concepts 
P.O. Box 210267 
Austin. TX 78755 
832-1606 
Applied Services Group, Inc 
4003 Brookview Road 
Austin. TX 78722 
473-8656 
Arcus Inc. 
16 Sugarshack Drive 
Austin , TX 78746 
327-2046 
Atrium Technology 
5000 Plaza on the Lake 
Austin. TX 78746 
328-6977 
Audio Visual Computer Applications 
11615 Road 
Suite 11 2 
Austin. TX 78759 
250-8081 
Austin Business Computers Inc. 
C - Road Suite 100 3103 Bee . 
Austin. TX 78746 
328-4747 
American Interface Computers* Austin Code Works 
1705 Capital of Texas Hwy S I I I()() Leafwood Lane 
#200 Austin. TX 78750 
Austin, TX 78746 .-
327-5344 - 1993 II SofTWAaE INDllSfRY R£po«T, I , 
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Austin Data Systems 
4926 Spicewood Springs Road, 
Austin, TX 78759 
794-8455 
Austin Digital, Inc* 
602 West Avenue 
Austin. TX 78701 
452-8178 
Austin Micro Systems, Inc 
5926 Balcones Drive 
#130 
Austin, TX 7873 1 
837-8553 
Austin RTC Inc. 
12201 Technology Blvd. 
Suite 140 
Austin, TX 78741 
335-0001 
Austin Software Inc. 
PO Box 210835 
Austin, TX 78720 
258-4286 
Austin-Monaco Company 
6303 Smokey Hill Road 
Austin, TX 78736 
288-6088 
Automated Design Enterprises 
9420 Research Blvd. 
Austin, TX 78759 
345-1146 
Automated Marketing Solutions 
1120 Capital of Texas Hwy S. 
Austin, TX 78746 
329-1051 
Avanti Technology, Inc. 
13740 Research Blvd. Ste. R-1 
Austin, TX 78750 
335-1168 
Azar Computer Software Services, 
Inc* 
800 West Avenue 
# 102 
Austin, TX 7870 I 
476-5085 
BDM International, Inc.* 
9020 Capital of Texas Highway Suite 
380 
Business Tools 
12104 Tweed Ct. 
Austin, TX 78727 
258-1245 Austin, TX 78759 
346-5827 
Bell, Reed & Lavery 
5610 Bayton Loop 
Austin, TX 78745 
892-5037 
Blade Technologies Inc 
61 0 I Balcones Ori ve 
#300 
Austin, TX 7873 1 
45 1-5156 
Blanket Solutions 
7707 Jester Blvd. #1 
Austin, TX 78750 
345-3963 
Boss International I Messon lntema· 
tional 
3345 Greystone Drive, 
Suite 100 
Austin, TX 78731 
346- 1771 
Bradford lnfonnation Systems 
2819 Foster Lane 
#F216 
Austin, TX 78757 
459-8999 
Bragma Systems Inc. 
13706 Research Blvd Ste. 201 
Austin, TX 78750 
219-7270 
Brevard & Brevard 
4705 Travis View Ct. 
Austin, TX 78732 
266-2165 
Brightline Corp. 
PO Box 1299 
Cedar Park, TX 786 13 
371-7284 
Business Resource Software, Inc* 
2013 Well Branch Parkway, Suite 305 
Austin, TX 78728 
251 -7541 
BW Systems* 
I 2707 Poquoson Driv 
Austin, TX 78727 e 
255-8350 
Byte by Byte Corporation 
9442-A Capital of Texas Hw 
Ste. 650 y. N., 
Austin, TX 78759 
795-0150 
C & H Distributors 
101 E. Starling Dr. 
Austin, TX 78753 
836-5502 
C E Britt & Associates 
9505 Marsh Drive 
Austin, TX 78748 
280-2299 
C Software Systems 
7512 StonecliffCr 
Austin, TX 78731 
345-5549 
C-Graph, Inc 
2222 Western Trails Blvd 
Austin, TX 78745 
444-3336 
Cablesmart! 
4809 White Elm Drive 
Austin, TX 78749 
892-5737 
Cafco Computer Systems 
2101 s JH35 
Austin, TX 78741 
448-1331 
Capital Network Systems 
600 Congress A venue 
Suite 1360 
Austin, TX 78701 
476-1266 
Capital Software Systems Inc. 
PO Box 15748 
Austin, TX 78761 
343-7022 
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Semarca Corp, The* 
3701 Executive Center Drive. Suite 
152 
Austin, TX 7873 1 
343- 1049 
Sematech 
2706 Montopolis Drive 
Austin. TX 7874 1 
356-3500 
Serengeti Systems, Inc.* 
808 W. I 0th Street. Suite I 0 I 
Austi n. TX 78701 
345-221 1 
Serex Development 
1513-C West 6th Street 
Austin. TX 78703 
473-25 14 
Side Line 
1406 Hillcrest Dr. 
Austi n. TX 78723 
258-5438 
Silent Partners, Inc.* 
8727 Shoal Creek Blvd. 
Austin, TX 78757 
458-1191 
Snowbird Systems* 
3933-D Spicewood Springs Road 
Austin. TX 78759 
794-8334 
Softquest Inc 
87 11 Burnet Road 
#F27 
Austin. TX 78758 
452-4500 
Software & Things* 
16005 Edwards Drive 
Austin, TX 78734 
Software Mart Inc.* 
3933 Spicewood Springs Road, Suite 
E-100 
Austin, TX 78759 
346-7887 
Software Support International, Inc. 
3201 Riva Ridge Rd. 
Austin, TX 78746 
(2 14) 403-0487 
Software Translations* 
1114 Lost Creek Blvd., 
Suite 350 
Austin. TX 78746 
327-6001 
Source One, Inc. 
I 81 I Waterston Ave. 
Austin, TX 78703 
479-3938 
South West Computer Systems 
1110 W William Cannon Dr. 
Austin, TX 78745 
441 -7844 
Southeastern Computer Consultants, 
Inc. 
223 W. Anderson Lane, Ste. 104 
Austin, TX 78752 
794-0033 
Southwest Network Services* 
9 130 Jollyville Road 
#200 
Austin, TX 78759 
795-3000 
Southwest Software Inc.* 
3435 Greystone Drive, 
Suite 104 
Austin, TX 7873 1 
345-2493 
Southwestern Management Services 
ltd. 
809 Terrace Mountain Dr. 
Austin, TX 78746 
327-0443 
Sparkright Solutions 
4907 Valley Oak Dr. 
Austin, TX 7873 1 
37 l -0949 
SRK Technologies 
21 1 I Dickson Dr., Ste. 2 
Austin, TX 78704 
447-4041 
Stat co 
8870 Business Park Drive 
Austin, TX 78759 
454-45 18 
Sterling lnfonnation Group 1 . , nc.* 
1007. Mopac Circle, Suite 201 
Austin, TX 78746 
327-0090 
Stone Technologies Corp.* 
537 Woodward St. 
Austin, TX 78704 
440- 1234 
Strata Systems* 
3355 Bee Caves Road, Suite 60S 
Austin, TX 78746 
327-8334 
Strategic Solution Technologies 
7602 Bellflower Cv. 
Austin, TX 78758 
331-2028 
Structural Analysis, Inc.* 
3355 Bee Caves Rd., Ste. 501 
Austin, TX 78746 
328-8 198 
Sun River Corporation 
2600 McHale Court 
Austin. TX 78758 
835-8001 
Sunrise Data, Inc. 
3400 Bear Tree Cir. 
Austin, TX 78730 
338-0631 
Switch Solutions, Inc.* 
1250 Capital of Texas Highway, Suite 
1-210 
Austin, TX 78746 
345-7100 
Symmetrix 
P.O. Box 160922 
Austin, TX 78716 
328-7799 
Synergistic Solution Technologies, 
Inc.* 
7602 Bell Flower Cove 
Austin, TX 78759 
33 1-2028 
Synergy Systems, Inc. 
4404 Balcones Woods Dr. 
Austin, TX 78759 
443-5669 
CO¥ia 
8911 CaptiaJ of Teicas 
#3300 
Austin .. TX 7 I :9 
338-E42 
CPA Systems Inc. 
7f:IXJ Chev)· Cha.'<! Dr. 
Au\ tin. TX 78752 
458-9283 
Custom Data 
2709 S. Lamar. Suite I 07 
Au tin .. TX 7870-l 
445-0003 
Custom System 
1358 1 Pond Springs Road 
TX 78729 
250-0443 
CW Systems, Inc.* 




Cytec Software Systems, Inc. 
2312 Western Trails Blvd. 
Austin, TX 78745 
454-8755 
D2 Software 
2530 Pecos Street 
Austin, TX 78703 
478-2393 
Daniels & Mara* 
5 Concord Circle 
Austin, TX 78737 
288-25 11 
Data Base Systems 
12000 W. Cow Path 
Austin, TX 78727 
795-9052 
Data Driver Products 
970 I Dcssau Road, Ste. 800 
Austin, TX 78753 
339-8897 
Data Five Systems 
407 Skyline Drive 
Austin, TX 78746 
327-8235 
Data Interface Systems Corp.* 
70 I . .\1opac. Suite-! 15 
Austin. TX 7 759 
3-!6--56-+ I 
Data Recognition, Inc 
9-!30 Research BouleYard 
Building IV. Suite 320 
Austin. T X 78759 
338-0-!59 
Data Recovery Services* 
13 706 Research Blvd .. Su ite l IO 
Austin. TX 78750 
258-3076 
Data Strategies, International 
9220 Capitol of Texas Hwy. 
Austin. TX 78759 
346-9401 
Datagraf, Inc. * 
6 10 1 W. Courtyard Drive 
Bldg. I 
Austin, TX 78730 
346-6866 
Datagraph Software Technologies 
Inc.* 
15 15 Capital of Texas Highway 
South, Suite 112 
Austin, TX 78746 
327-6433 
Daven Group* 
12591 Research Blvd., Suite IOI 
Austin, TX 78759 
258-0512 
DEC 
9442 N Capital of Texas Hwy 
Austin, TX 78759 
346-4332 
Dell Computer Corporation 
9505 Arboretum Blvd. 
Austin, TX 78759 
338-4400 
Design Technologies, Inc. 
I 07 Ranch Road 
620S 
Austin, TX 78734 
266-2093 
Digatex* 
-UOI_ Westbank. Suite 8310 
Austin. TX 787-!6 
328-8090 
DMS Associates 
1100_ Constant Springs Drive 
Au tm. TX 787-!6 
327-2594 
Donoho Design Group 
9430 Research Blvd .. 
Suite 
Austin. TX 78759 
343-4533 
Dresser Industries, Inc . • Wayne 
Division* 
38 14 Jarrett Way 
Austin, TX 78728 
388-8522 
Druma Inc.* 
6448 Highway 290 East. 
Suite E-!03 
Austin. TX 78723 
323-54 11 
Dynix, Inc 
P.O. Box 1622 
Austin. TX 78767 
445-6369 
Eclipse Engineering Corp 
15 13-C W 6th Street 
Austin, TX 78703 
473-25 14 
Eco no-Soft 
9200 N. Plaza. Ste. 1906 
Austin. TX 78753 
832-1675 
Eidosoft, Inc.* 
700 Rocky River Road 
Austin. TX 78746 
328-9 145 
Ellis, M L and Associates, Inc. 
9430 Research Blvd. #400 
Austin. TX 78759 
343-45 17 
Enfor Technologies* ? 
I 061 O Morado Circle. Ste 123-
Austin, TX 78759 
338-9723 ---
international 
5yscorP h Boulevard 
0 Researc 






I . TX 7872 1 ,Ausun. 
385.0318 
Systems Insights* 
west 12th Street 
Austin, TX 78767 
476-7599 
Systems Marketing & Education, Inc. 
12416 Hymeadow Dr. 
Austin, TX 78750 
250-8127 
Tadpole Technology 
12012 Technology Boulevard 
Austin, TX 78727 
219-2200 
Tam Systems Inc. 
3409 Executive Ctr. Dr. 100 
Austin, TX 78731 
346-1826 
Tamarack Storage Devices 
3500 W Balcomes Center Drive 
Austin, TX 78759 
338-3500 
Tandem Computers, Inc.* 
14231 Tandem Blvd 
Austin, TX 78728 
244-8146 
Tarscosa Business Systems 
PO Box 49078 
Austin, TX 78765 
454-0511 
Tech Mate 
11970 Jollyville Rd 
Austin, TX 78759 . 
258-9878 
Technologies Inc 
1611 • A . Headway Cir. 3 
3 
usttn, TX 78754 
39-0001 
Technology Works, Inc. 
4030 W. Braker Ln. 
Austin, TX 78759 
794-8533 
Teisberg Software and Se . rv1ce 
10808 Hard Rock Rd. 
Austin, TX 78750 
33 1-0959 
Telebyte Software Inc. 
140 I Spring Garden Rd. 
Austin, TX 78746 
327-1 840 
Telsort, Inc. 
P.O. Box 43360 
Austin, TX 78745 
462-2994 
Tensleep Design, Inc.* 
3809 S. 2nd St., Suite D-100 
Austin, TX 78704 
447-5558 
Tesseract 
5802 Highland Hills Ter. 
Austin, TX 78731 
Tethys Corp. Inc.* 
3755 Cap. of Tex. Hwy South, Suite 
169 
Austin, TX 78704 
292-0400 
Texas Databank 
P.O. Box 164034 
Austin, TX 78716 
Texas Educational Consultive Ser-
vices, Inc. 
1005 E. St. Elmo Rd. 
Austin, TX 78745 
443-4433 
Texas Instruments 
PO Box 149149 
Austin, TX 78714 
250-7111 
Texas Leaming Technology Group* 
P.O. Box 2847 
Austin, TX 78768 
467-0222 
Texas Re 
415-A C search Institute* 
A rystal Cre k D ustin, TX 7873 e rive 
263-2102 3 
TexasNet 
1504 w·1 · . ' son Heights 
Austin, TX 78746 
327-2194 
Th'rd ' Coast Software Inc* 




Austin , TX 78759 
343-8294 
Thomas Conrad Corporation 
1908-R Kramer Lane 
Austin, TX 78758 
836-1935 
Tiburon/PSW3* 
11044 Research Blvd., 
Suite B-420 
Austin, TX 78759 
345-8613 
Tipton Cole+Co.* 
305 Camp Craft Road. 
Suite 200 
Austin. TX 78716 
329-0060 
Tivoli Systems* 
6034 W. Courtyard Drive, 
Suite 210 
Austin, TX 78730 
794-9070 
Toh Consulting Inc. 
13131 New Boston Bnd. 
Austin, TX 78729 
335-7177 
TraveLogix, Inc. 
9420 Research Blvd., 
Suite lll-260 
Austin. TX 78759 
990.0102 
Tres As50Ciates 
512 E. Riverside Dr. 
Austin. TX 78704 
440-8488 
I __ _ 
per pata . 
pro 03 Sage Hen Cir. 




nrntos . R d Bee Caves oa 
59o4 78746 Aus11n. TX 
869-1175 
r Systems, Inc.* 
PrY0 B Cave Woods Drive, Suite 1015 ee 
JOO 
AUstin. TX 78746 
328-2053 
pSI Technology Corp. 
3949 s. Lamar. Suite B 
Austin. TX 78704 
329-0081 
Publishing Experts* 
7701 N. Lamar, Suite 116 
Austin, TX 78752 
451-7191 
Publishing Technologies Inc 
7719 Wood Hollow Drive 
#260 
Austin, TX 78731 
346-2935 
Quadralay 
8920 Business Park Drive 
Austin, TX 78759 
250-9652 
Quality Solutions* 
6521 Needham Drive 




Austin, TX 78705 
477-9038 
R&W Software Inc. 
7718 Woodhollow Drive 
Suite 200 ' 
Austin, TX 78731 
343- 1385 
Rd' a •an Corporation* 
Ralph Kirkley Associates 1 .. 
8500 N. MOP AC, Suite 
Austin. TX 78759 
346-3884 
Reality Computer Systems I 
8868 Research Blvd. 104,.\ nc. 
Austin, TX 78758 
452-2593 
Rennaissance Systems, Inc ... 
320 Congress Ave., Ste. 2()() 
Austin, TX 78701 
474-8182 
Reveille Systems* 
8710 Brodie Lane 
Austin, TX 78745 
282-6223 
RFD Co.* 
106 E. 6th Street, Suite 750 
Austin, TX 7870 I 
473-2777 
Rioux Engineering, Inc.* 
916 Capital of Texas Hwy. Al 15 
Austin, TX 78746 
327-3875 
River City Group, Inc.* 
1717 West 6th Street, Suite 250 
Austin, TX 78703 
476-0400 
Rivers Edge Corporation 
10100 Glencarrie Ln. 
Austin, TX 78750 
331-2001 
RMC 
8911 Capital of Texas Highway North 
Austin, TX 78759 
343-1010 
Rochelle Communications 
4030 W Braker Lane 
Austin, TX 78759 
794-0088 
Ross Technology Inc. 
7748 Highway 290 West, Suite 400 
Austin, TX 78736 
448-8968 
I 0406 Lti . Puter AsSOciates• . nng Dr. 
Austin. TX 78750 
331 -5008 
Ryan McFartand 
891 J. N Capital ofTexas 
Austin, TX 78759 . 
343-1010 
Sarbec 
12326 Deerbrook Tri 
Austin, TX 78750 · 
331-0966 
SAS Institute, Inc.* 
PO Box 200075 
Austin, TX 78720 
258-5171 
Satellite Business Computers, Inc.* 
I03 12th Street, Suite 201 
Pflugerville, TX 78660 
251-2698 
Schlumberger-Center for Computer 
Research 
PO Box 200015 
Austin, TX 78720 
331-3000 
Science Applications International 
Corp.* 
1250 Capital of Texas Highway 
South, Suite 1-360 
Austin, TX 78746 
329-2090 
Scientific & Engineering Software 
Inc.* 
4301 West Bank Drive, Bldg. A 
Austin, TX 78746 
328-5544 
Scientific Measurement Systems, Inc. 
2209 Donley Drive 
Austin, TX 78758 
837-4712 
Second Wave Inc 
9430 Research Boulevard 
Austin. TX 78759 
343-9661 
Po Box 20 I 088 
Austin, TX 78720 
454-4797 ARE INDIJSTllY R£po«r, 1993 
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Nova Graphics lntematio.nal* 
1515 Capital of Texas Highway 
South. Suite 500 
Austin. TX 78746 
454-0658 
Nova Systems Inc.* 
48 18 East Ben White. Suite 200 
Austin. TX 78745 
443- 11 77 
Novell Inc. 
5918 W. Courtyard Drive 
#170 
Austin. TX 78730 
346-8380 
Nth Graphics* 
1908-A Krammer Lane 
Austin, TX 78758 
932- 1944 
Oakhill Software* 
5905 Shanghai Pierce Rd. 
Austin, TX 78749 
288-2329 
Odessa Engineering, Inc.* 
1601 Headway Circle 
Austin, TX 78754 
834-4141 
Office Answer, Inc. 
4 Sundown Pkwy. 
Austin, TX 78746 
327-6373 
Opcode, Inc.* 
8850 Business Park Drive, #200 
Austin, TX 78759 
346-7090 
Optical Document Technologies 
9390 Research Bid. #415 
Austin, TX 78759 
794-9492 
Optical Document Technologies, Inc. 
9390 Research Blvd., Suite 4 15 
Austin. TX 78759 
794-9492 
Optimization Alternatives* 
I 100 W. 6th Steet, Suite o 
Austin, TX 78703 
479-41 40 
Oracle Corporation 
600 Congress A venue 
Austin , TX 78701 
472-6060 
Origin Systems, Inc.* 
110 Wild Bas in Road, Suite 230 
Austin . TX 78746 
328-5490 
Overall Systems and Support, Inc.* 
I 0207 Carlotta Cove 
Austin, TX 78733 
263-3654 
Ozz Research 
9420 Research Blvd., Echelon 3, 
Suite 100 
Austin, TX 78759 
794-8590 
Parallel Geoscience Corporation* 
4807 Spicewood Springs Rd., Bid. 2 
Austin, T X 78759 
346-4040 
Passport Communications, Inc. 
1101 Capital of Texas Hwy, Ste. 250-
F 
Austin, TX 78746 
Pavilion Technologies 
3500 Balcones Center Drive 
Austin, TX 78759 
338-3377 
Paxson Enterprises Inc. 
5676 Oak Blvd. 
Austin, TX 78735 
949-6801 
PCIA&M* 
P.O. Box 15969 
Austin, TX 7876 1 
217- 1463 
Pencom Software* 
9050 Capital of Texas Highway 
#300 
Austin, TX 78759 
343- 11 11 
Pet Software 
P.O. Box 200788 
Austin, TX 78720 
2 19-7054 
THE GREATER AUSTIN Sonw I 
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Photos Software Co 
PO Box 164050 . 
Austin. TX 737 16 
327-8770 
Pin Craft 
7862 EI Dorado Dr. 
Austin. TX 78737 
288-4467 
Planview, Inc.* 
7320 N. Mopac, Suite 312 
Aust•n, TX 78731 
346-8600 
Polygon Software & Consulting* 
807 Brazos 
Suite 802 
Austin, TX 7870 I 
450- 1920 
Precision Computer Systems* 
52 12 Meadow Creek Drive 
Austin, TX 78745 
(602) 829-3131 
Private Sector 
9203 Spring Hollow Dr. 
Austin, TX 78750 
33 1-1097 
ProBusiness Systems* 
8307 Shoal Creek Boulevard 
Austin, TX 78758 
459-8777 
Process Improvement Products* 
PO Box 5333 
Austin, TX 78763 
451-6616 
Professional Business Systems* . 
47 111 Spicewood Springs Road. Suite 
157 
Austin, TX 78765 
Professional Impressions, Inc* 00 901 'S. MOPAC Blvd., Suite Il-5 
Austin, TX 78746 
327-3377 
S sterns Inc Protptmaster Y 
12414 Alderbrook Dnve 
Austin, TX 78758 
835-7085 
p toe.· 
Blvd .. G-14 








gtiorn Systems, Inc. 
loll W Anderson Lane 
3202 . 8757 
p.ustin. TX 7 
451-9307 
Mac Management Systems 
620 Congress A venue, 
Suite 200 
Austin, TX 7870 l 
477-4747 
Macworks 
12636 Research Blvd., 
Ste. B-104 
Austin, TX 78759 
Mag-Rabbit, Inc. 
2020 Centimeter Circle 
Austin, TX 78758 
339-7875 
Majec Systems Inc.* 
5758 Balcones Drive, Suite I 02 
Austin, TX 78761 
452-1 138 
Map Resource, Inc. 
12593 Research Blvd., Ste 303 
Austin, TX 78759 
219-7890 
Mapframe Corporation 
I 317 Spyglass Court 
Austin, TX 78746 
328-411 5 
Mee Software Technology 
35()() W. Balcones Center Drive 
Austin, TX 78759 
338-3330 
McKinne E . 
I Y, wing and Associates ' 
3307 N h A .. <>rt land Drive, Suite 280 
Mechanics Software* 




38 12 Cherrywood 
Austin, TX 78722 
476-0422 
Medic Computer Systems Inc * 
110 Wild Basin, Suite 160 • 
Austin, TX 78746 
329-0070 
Mesa Software, Inc.* 
3435 Graystone Drive, 
Suite 106 
Austin, TX 78731 
346-1771 
Micro lnfonnation Products, Inc. 
505 E. Huntland Drive, Ste. 340 
Austin, TX 78752 
454-5004 
Micro Interface 
1408 Commerce Street 
Temple, TX 76504 
771-3363 
Micro-Analyst, Inc. 
40 I Terrace Mountain Drive 
Austin, TX 78746 
327-1271 
Microcity 
I 0300 Metric Boulevard 
Austin, TX 78758 
339-6479 
Micromain Corp.* 
500 Loop 360 Nrth, # 6-110 
Austin, TX 78746 
328-3235 
Millenium Graphics, Inc. 
J 4600 Agarita Road 
Austin, TX 78734 
338-1213 
Mind's Eye Images* 
3606 Grooms Street 
Austin, TX 78705 
472-1005 
MIS Softvw 
8870 .are Co. 
Business p 
Austin, TX 7875ark Drive 
795-5020 9 
Montgomery Munici I 
7202. Spurlock Supply, Inc. 
Austin, TX 78731 
343-7017 
Motorola Inc .. IM" ' • •crop Group) rocessor 
6501 w·11· 
. I iam Cannon Blvd 
Austin, TX 78735 . 
891-2840 
Mount Bonnell, Inc. 
1201 W. 24th Street, Ste. 103 
Austin, TX 78705 
478-7407 
MPSI Systems, Inc. 
108 Wild Basin Rd. South, #300 
Austin, TX 78746 
(918) 250-9611 
National Design, Inc. 
9171 Capital ofTexas Highway 
North, Suite 230 
Austin, TX 78759 
343-5055 
National Instruments 
6504 Bridge Point Parkway 
Austin. TX 78730 
338-9119 
New Horizons Software Inc. 
206 Wild Basin. Suite 109 
Austin. TX 78746 
328-6650 
Nirvana Systems Inc. 
3415 Greystone, Suite 205 
Austin. TX 78731 
345-2545 
Northstar Control, Inc.* 
4205 North Hills Dnve 
Austin. TX 78731 
467-8380 
Nova Concepts Inc •. 
505 E. Huntland Dnve. 
Suite 330 
Austin. TX 78752 
458-6682 Ustin, TX 7873 I 45 1-9516 
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uter Services, Inc. 
jtol C0111P Compliance Data S caP -1 1 
130\) pO . . TX 73767 
2520 Longview S YStems, Inc. 
S . treet u1te 407 ' CotnPute 




9 . TX 78759 Auson. 
3-16-8991 
CherTY Sottware 
11827 carshalton Dr. 
j\Ustin. TX 78758 
83S-2267 
Cimpoint 
SOS E Huntland Dr 
Austin. TX 78752 
4S8-ll 12 
Cleveland Consulting Associates 
89 11 Capital of Texas Highway, Suite 
2200 
Austin, TX 78759 
343-6084 
Clugg, Lyle & Associates, Inc. 
11900 Rickem Cv. 




8920 Business Park Drive 
Suite 100 
Austin, TX 78759 
794-8858 
Colleague Business Software, Inc. 
10000 Research Blvd., Suite 210 
Austin, TX 78759 
345-9964 
Austin. TX 78705 
474-6286 
Comprotell Services 
10435 Burnet Road 
Austin, TX 73758 
832-9151 
CompuSeai, Inc 
8920 Business Park Drive 
Austin, TX 78759 
794-9994 
Computational Logic Inc* 
1717 W 6th Street 
Austin, Tx 78703 
322-9951 
Computational Mechanics Co. 
7701 N. Lamar, Suite 200 
Austin, TX 78752 
467-0618 
Computer Algorithm Development 
2806-A Nueces 
Austin, TX 78705 
474-6511 
Computer Application Specialists 
P.O. 201538 
Austin, TX 78720 
250-5434 
Computer Associates International* 
3001 Bee Cave Road 
Austin, TX 78746 
328-5400 
Columbia Scientific Industries, Inc. 
P.O. Box 203190 
Computer Electronics Co. 
1314 Quailfield Circle 
Austin, TX 78758 
836-2926 
Austin, TX 78720 
258-5191 
Commercial lnfonnation Systems, 
Inc,* 
3918 Caney Creek Rd. 
Austin, TX 78732 
266-9064 
Computer Synergy Inc.* 
PO Box 610 
Cedar Park, TX 78613 
258-0212 
Computerinstructor 
6448 Hwy 290 E 
#B-101 
Austin, TX 78723 
453-6050 
unict R.u ""'11Pllte s Austin TX ·Ste. 1\)9 r tore 
&3o-94'i2 787ss 
Computers E 
9805 I ' le. of Austin nca lane 
Austin. TX 78733 
282-()679 . 
Comshare, Inc.• 
96()() Great H'\I . 
Austin , TX Suite 300E 
794-9119 
Congruent Technologies 1 
9065 Jollyvi\le Road ' nc. 
Austin. TX 78759 
346-4761 
Consolidated Products Inc. 
2170 Woodward Street 
Austin, TX 78744 
445-5100 
Continuum Company 
9500 Arboretum Blvd. 
Austin. TX 78759 
345-5700 
Cook • Hurlbert, Inc.* 
91 l l Jollyville Road. Suite 105 
Austin, TX 78759 
338-171 1 
Cooperative Computing, Inc. 
1001 Capital ofTexas Hwy. 
Austin. TX 78746 
328-2300 
Corporate Memory Systems 
8920 Business Park Dnve 
Austin, TX 78759 
795-9999 
Correct T echnoloi:Y' 
4705 Richmond Avenue 
Austin, TX 78745 
443-4817 
s stems. Inc· 
Counselor y. Pk Or .. Ste. 300 
8820 Business - . 
. TX 787)9 Ausun. 
338-4188 
lnfoEdge Technology, Inc.* 
200 East Sixth Street. Suite 204 
Austin. TX 78701 
472-3375 
lnfoquest* 
6809 Falcata Cove 
Austin. TX 78750 
335-5733 
lnfonna, Inc. 
6300 Bridgepoint Pkwy., #150 
Austin. TX 78730 
338-4499 
lnfonnation Concepts & Technologies, 
Inc.* 
8000 Anderson Square, #300 
Austin, TX 78758 
328-6455 
Innovative Software Consultants 
522 Grace Lane 
Austin, TX 78746 
263-5806 
Integral Signal Processing 
7719 Wood Hollow Drive, 
Suite 219 
Austin, TX 78731 
346-1451 
lntera Inc. 
6850 Austin Center Blvd., 
Suite 300 
Austin, TX 78731 
346-2000 
Interactive Systems Corporation 
9442 Capital of Texas Highway, Suite 
1-700 
Austin, TX 78759 
343-0375 
lntercim Corporation 
4030-2 West Braker Lane, 
Suite 200 
Austin, TX 78759 
458- 1112 
Intercontinental Cable Service, Inc. 
1515 S. Capital of Texas Hwy. 
Austin, TX 78746 
442-8045 
Interface Computer* 
1705 Capital of Texas Highway South 
Austin, TX 78746 
327-5344 
International Real-Time Resources 
Inc. 
9020 Capital of Texas Highway 
North, Suite 420 
Austin, TX 78759 
346-9401 
International Software Systems, Inc.* 
4821 Spicewood Springs 
Suite 103 
Austin, TX 78759 
346-2277 
Irrigation Software Co. 
632 Slaughter Lane West, #206 
Austin, TX 78748 
282-0809 
lsquare, Inc* 
4408 Spicewood Springs 
#200 
Austin, TX 78759 
343-9495 
James L. Lloyd & Associates* 
4826 Twin Valley Drive 
Austin, TX 78731 
451-8769 
Jim Neely & Associates* 
505 E. Huntland Drive, Ste. 480 
Austin, TX 78752 
454-0486 
Juniper Systems, Inc.* 
102 Westlake Drive, Suite 105 
Austin, TX 78746 
327-3968 
Just In Time Resources International, 
Inc.* 
1705 S. Capital of Texas Hwy., #400 
Austin, TX 78746 
328-1241 
Kahle Technology Systems* 
180 I Lavaca, Suite 15-J 
Austin, TX 7870 I 
480-0323 
'" ............ ...,..., ,,.,..., """'· 1993 
Kalin & Lovgren Assac· t 1a es• P.O. Box 200848 
Austin, TX 78720 
794-0391 
Kaufman Associates• 
515 Capital of Texas Hw S 
Suite 240 y. outh, 
Austin, TX 78746 
328-1648 
KGB Software* 
8104 Emberwood Dr. 
Austin, TX 78758 
453-3369 
KIDASA Software, Inc.* 
1114 Lost Creek Blvd., 
Suite 340 
Austin, TX 78746 
328-0167 
LE Systems 
13010 Research Blvd., Rm. 220 
Austin, TX 78750 
258-3828 
Lansing Pugh Associates* 
3100 S. Lamar, Suite 204 
Austin, TX 78704 
441-4666 
Lesaux Media Service* 
3 I 0 I Shoreline, Ste 1926 
Austin, TX 78728 
244-7003 
Liberty Research Corp.* 
170 I Director's Blvd., Suite 900 
Austin, TX 78744 
259-0646 
Liberty Software Inc. 
3409 Executive Center Drive, Suite 
120 . 
Austin, TX 78731 
345-2627 
Linden Technologies, Ltd. 
8920 Business Park Drive 
Austin, TX 78759 
794-9994 
Lockheed Austin Division* 
Box 17100 







- . c corp0ration 
suite 209 
12820 TX 75230 van as. 
;so-9266 
. Technologies, Inc 
E ollJtional'Y . v . ess park Dnve 
3920 sus1n 
. TX 78759 
AUSllO· 
346-3813 
rt Application Systems, Inc.* [Xpe . 
8920 Business Park Dnve 
Austin, TX 78759 
338-9773 
Factorial Systems 
6300 Bridgepoint Parkway 
#350 
Austin, TX 78730 
345-1192 
Fairchild/Rohrer* 
2604 Greenland Ln. 
Austin, TX 78745 
443-1983 
Fast Parts, Inc. 
220 Slaughter Ln. West 
Austin, TX 78748 
282-7414 
FASTMAN, Inc. 
l2707 Pond Wood Road 
#2013 
Austin, TX 78729 
219-6699 
Financial Products 
816V anguard Street 
Austin, TX 78734 
261-5772 
Financial Sottw 7718 W are Innovations* 






A . Box 162712 
Ustin TX 
327.3-)8\ 787 16 
First Market Research Corp 
230 l Hancock Drive 
Austin, TX 78756 
451-4000 
FonnFill, Inc.* 
3409 Executive Center Drive S . 
2 12 , U1te 
Austin, TX 7873 l 
343-7991 
Fourth State Technology 
8920 Business Park Drive 
Austin, TX 78759 
794-9994 
Fusion Data Systems 
8920 Business Park Drive 
Austin, TX 78759 
794-9994 
FYI Inc.* 
PO Box 26481 
Austin, TX 78755 
259-2839 
G Soft Programming* 
2222 Western Trails 
Suite 106 
Austin, TX 78745 
441-8333 
Galileo Software, Inc.* 
2410 Spring Wagon Lane 
Austin, TX 78228 
251-6974 
Gasco Associates 
3321 Harpers Ferry Ln. 
Austin, TX 78745 
282-5292 
Girard Software* 
604 Elmwood Place, #6 
Austin, TX 78705 
326-5943 
Glenrose Systems* 
1301 South IH 35, Suite 109 
Austin, TX 78741 
448-1196 
Granite Software 
7719 Wood Hollow Drive, 
Suite 260 




. Eldorado T rl 
Austin, TX 78739. 
282-3077 
HAL Systems & . 
4425 MOPAc SServ1ees, Inc.• 
OUth S · Austin, TX 78735 • Utte 204 
892-0972 
Haystack laboratories Inc • 
8920 Business Park D '. . 
S . nve u1te 270 ' 
Austin, TX 78759 
343-2552 
Highland lakes Software* 
I 07 Hwy 620 South 
Austin, TX 78734 
266-2926 
Hill Country Software* 
600 W. 10th Street, Ste. 640 
Austin, TX 78701 
472-2003 
Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, Inc* 
1627 Woodland A venue 
Austin, TX 78741 
314-6500 
Houston's Computer Software 
314 Highland Mall Blvd 
#499 
Austin, TX 78752 
451-0136 
Hunt Earl R. and Associates Inc. 
4813 A venue F 
Austin, TX 78751 
452-2822 
IBM Corporation 
11400 Burnet Road 
Austin. TX 78759 
832-0000 
Impact Resources 
6306 Amberly Place 
Austin. TX 78759 
338-9505 
. Sottware 
lmpreSSIOns k Lane Suite 350 
4030 W. Bra er . 
Austin. TX 78759 
794-8533 
Trik Inc.* 
IOI W. 6th Street. #603 
Austin. TX 78701 
476-8935 
Trilogy Development* 
6034 W Courtyard Drive 
Suite 130 
Austin. TX 78730 
794-5900 
Trisoft/Cybersearch * 
1825 E. 38 1/2 Street 
Austin. TX 78722 
472-0744 
Tymlabs Corporation* 
8 11 Bm1on Springs Road 
Austin. TX 78704 
478-06 11 
UniSQL, Inc 
9390 Research Boulevard 
Bldg 2 Suite 200 
Austin. TX 78759 
343-7297 
Uniwortd Systems, Inc.* 
11 6 12 Hidden Quail Drive 
Austin. TX 78758 
339-8407 
US Microlabs Inc. 
PO Box 140767 
Austin. TX 787 14 
339-0001 
User Software Company Inc. 
2605 Tip Cove 
Austin. TX 78704 
447-5921 
Video Associates, Inc. 
4926 Spicewood Springs 
Austin. TX 78759 
346-5781 
Video Telecom Corp.* 
I 90 I West Braker Lane 
Austin. TX 78758 
314-2700 
Wasatech Educational Services 
4003 Sidehill Pach 
Austin, TX 7873 I 
346-4114 
Wesson International, Inc.* 
500 S Capital of Texas Hwy., Suite 5-
200 
Austin. TX 78746 
328-0 100 
Westlake Data Corporation 
P.O. Box 1711 
Austin. TX 78767 
328- 104 1 
Windy Hill Software Company Inc. 
11629 River Oaks Tri 
Austin. TX 78753 
459-7460 
Workstation, Inc. (DBA MacPEAK 
Research)* 
2906 Thousand Oaks Drive 
Austin, TX 78746 
327-321 1 
WSE Associates, Inc* 
5808 Balcones Drive, 
Suite 202 
Austin, TX 7873 1 
454-0679 
Xerox* 
6836 Austin Center Boulvard 
Suite 300 
Austin, TX 7873 1 
343-5645 
m 
13706 Research Blvd. 
Austin, TX 78750 
258- 1062 
XX CAL 
9 I I I Jollyville Road 
#211 
Austin, TX 78759 
343-8433 
Zycor Inc. (Landmark)* 
220 Foremost Drive 
Austin, TX 78745 
282-6699 
To be Added to the Directory 
contact: Please 
Dr. David V. Gibson or 
Cherie Long 
JC2 Institute 
The University of Texas ac A . . US!tn 
28 15 San Gabriel 
Austin. TX 78705 
(5 12) 478-408 J 
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More About The Sponsors 
MORE ABOUT THE SPONSORS 
The 1c21nstitute, The University of Texas at Austin 
2815 San Gabriel Avenue, Austin, TX 78705 (512) 478-4081 . 
The JC2 Institute is a major international research center for the study .of Innovat10n'. Creativity, and Capital 
Objectives of the Institute are to (1) study, analyze, and report o.n the impact of two important societal driv . 
h 1 d l'deology _ on government business and academia, (2) research unstructured problems th crs -tee no ogy an ' 1 h . . . at cross disciplinary boundaries, link theory w ith practice, and transfer ts to ot and as a 
catalytic organization linking talent, networks, knowledge nationally and mternat1onally. The 
Institute has over 100 Research Fellows and Associates worldwide which represent a range of academic disci-
plines, business professions and government agencies. 
The College and Graduate School of Business, The University of Texas at Austin 
Austin, TX 78712 (512) 471-5921 
With 5,465 undergraduates, 1,332 masters and 159 Ph.D full time students, The College and Graduate School of 
Business is one of the largest business schools in the nation. A.cademic are accounting (29 faculty), 
finance (31 faculty), management (35 faculty), management sciences and mformatton systems (40 faculty), and 
marketing administration (25 faculty). Special programs include .and e.ntrepreneurship, 
quality management consortia, information systems management, systemic business relat10nsh1ps, and interna-
tional and joint degree opportunities. 
Department of Computer Sciences, The University of Texas at Austin 
Taylor Hall, Room 2.124, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712 (512) 471-7316 
In the 1991-1992 academic year the department provided instruction to 225 graduate and 976 undergraduate 
computer science majors, and awarded 71 B.A., 79 B.S., 13 M.A., 45 M.C.C.S., and 21 Ph.D degrees. The 
Department's graduate program is recognized as one of the top t en in the country. Because of the department's 
size (39 faculty members) sponsored research, computing facilities, and the wealth of computer science resources 
available in the Austin community, the department is able to offer an instructional and research programs of 
exceptional variety and depth. 
UT - Austin Entrepreneurs' Council 
clo JC2 Institute, 2815 San Gabriel, Austin, TX 78705 (512) 478-4081 
Operating under the auspices of the IC2 Institute, the University of Texas at Austin, the UT - Austin Entrepre-
neurs' Council fosters entrepreneurial business formation and growth in central Texas and serves as an important 
catalyst for economic development and diversification. The Council was formed in 1991 and currently has 165 
members representing Austin's high technology industry, professions, and the University. The Council regularly 
presents programs, workshops and networking opportunities. 
The Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce 
111 Congress Avenue, Suite 10, Plaza Level, Austin, TX 78767 (512) 478-9383 
The. mission the Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce is to strengthen and improve the Austin business 
environment m to the ec?nomic well-being of all Austin's citizens; to provide services to members; 
to enhance the quality of life for the entire community; to communicate the views of the business community; and 
to support constructive initiatives on major issues of public policy. 
Ernst & Young 
700 Lavaca, Suite 1400, Austin,. TX 78701(512)478-9881 
oung is a firm with more than 66,000 employees located in 
600 c1t1es 1? over 1 Th.e firm mtegrated accounting, tax, and management consulung serv.ices 
to comp.ames of all sizes and m all mdustnes including 235 of the Fortune 500; 28% of the 200 largest electronic 
and 34% .of the 50 software Ernst & Young's Austin office has over 50 that 
services to local. high tech companies by specializing in identifying and addressing 
usmess issues to enhance the clients' ability to compete in today's increasingly complex business 
environment. 
1'" ..... ,.. """"' ........... ,.,,. ....... 1993 
Gambrell, Wilson and L.L.P. (former,1y Pravcl, Gambrell, Hewitt, Kimball & Kreiger) 
JOI Congress Avenue, 5111t.e 2150, Austm, 76701(512)472- 4800 . . . . . 
Gambrell , Wilson & was fo.n.ned 111 1993 and has a d1.ver.s1f1ed practice in patent, trademark, 
copyright, trade unfair and law'.The practice mcludes an strong patent and 
trademark prosecunon base, client counsclmg practice 111clud111g technology transfer and hcensmg-rclated matters, 
and a significant litigation component. The firm serves a diverse clientele which includes Fortune 500 as well as 
smaller corporations, universities, research foundations, government agencies and individual entrepreneurs. 
Winstead, Sechrest & Minick, P.C. 
JOO Congress Avenue, Suite 600, Austin, TX 78701(512)474-4330 
Winstead, Sechrest & Minick's Austin office provides a full range of legal advice and services for technology 
businesses, ranging from obtaining patents and copyrights and negotiating licenses to assisting with public and 
private offerings and acquisitions to lobbying and legislative monitoring. The firm represents an array of com-
puter hardware and software companies, as well as biomedical, cable and telecommunication companies based 
inside and outside Texas. Winstead, Sechrest & Minick have offices in Dallas, Houston, Washington, D.C., 
Mexico City, and London. 
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